
Part 7 - True Constitution Why The Flag?   

 

INVOCATION:  Mighty Presence, ‘I AM’ Ready to Make the Correction Within Myself to 

Create a Daily Habit for the intellect to Stand Aside, Holding the Picture of Perfection, 

Only That Which Is God Made Manifest.  This Divine Command Is Given Through My 

Beloved ‘I AM’ to Take Control of the mind.  Divine Will and Focus Permeates My 

Attention to Hold Control of My Feeling Energy Body, Within the Nation and the World, 

During All Creative Activities and in Meditation.  ‘I AM’ Giving My Life to the Source 

and Substance of Perfection, Which Is the Light, the Boundless Supply of Nourishment 

to All Particles and Electrons of Life, as ‘I AM’ the Full Activity of God.  With Love and 

Adoration, Turning Constantly to My ‘I AM’ Presence, Now Calling Forth the Power of 

Inner Sight, Inner Hearing, and Inner Music, Into the outer faculties of mankind.  ‘I AM’ 

Calling Upon the Ascended Host, the Angelic Host, Beloved Jesus, Beloved St. Germain, 

Beloved Pallas Athena, and The Beloved Mighty Seven Elohim, and Five Secret Elohim 

to Render All Life the Complete and Eternal Release from All Doubt and All Fear, for 

the Light to be Illumined In humanity’s feeling World.  I Demand the Immortal Mastery 

of the Great Cosmic Christ Love of All Creation to Rule My World and My Feelings inside 

of Me, Until I Feel Its Authority and Power.  ‘I AM’ the Golden Sun, the Violet 

Consuming Flame, as You Are the Living, Pulsating Creation of Light Substance and 

Power of Protection In and Around Me, Within the Nation and throughout the World, 

In and Around the Atmosphere.  Masters of the Sacred Fire!  You Are the Cosmic 

Invincible Directing Intelligence Against All Iniquity, Forever.  Fi ll Our Hearts and 

Beingness with Peace and the Love of the Sacred Fire of Your Heart!  You Are Holding 

Our Visions of Harmony, Illumination, Happiness, Outpouring Love and Perfection 

against Everything destructive, Everywhere I Go. 

LADY PALLAS ATHENA:  Beloved Brothers and Sisters of Love and Light, My Message 

yesterday hopefully will open a New Path of Investigation, Practice and Rightful Application 

and Experience that will help you Align in Full Balance with the Planetary Logos, the Masters 

and other Divine Spiritual Intelligences, so you too will become the Great Divine Manifestors 

upon Our Beloved Earth.  With you Passing Every Test and proving the Cosmic Laws of Life as 

part of the Creational Process, you too will become the Cosmic Invincible Intelligences within 

the Multiverses that you all have within you!  Where that Spark of God Life, that Comfort 

Threefold Flame, shall Shine like a Thousand Suns for all to See! 

Therefore, I desire today to bring to your awareness and Divine Use in your new Creative 

Endeavours, 2 very important points.  First, the necessity, beyond any further mis-creational 

activities, there is a need for your Communication Skills to more Fully Embrace the 

Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host Kingdoms, and second, the Cohesive Nature of Pure Love.   



1.  COMMUNICATION SKILLS TO MORE FULLY EMBRACE THE ELEMENTALS, DEVAS AND 

ANGELIC HOST KINGDOMS. 

In the Book, ‘The Gnosis and The Law’, We have shared much to you all about the Creation of 

this Planet Earth, whereby this Creation followed VERY Specific Levels of Interaction that were 

passed down through the Hierarchical Chains, that now have reached the Planetary 

Inhabitants who are now approaching their readiness to become the New Hierarchy who shall 

walk upon the Planet as the New Cosmic Invincible Creative Intelligences.  To do this you must 

now, as We shared yesterday, Understand the Universal Laws, regarding your every thought, 

word and action.  If you are not coming from a place of Pure Love, then your creations shall 

only reflect the old human consciousness. 

So, We will now revisit ‘The Gnosis’ to help you become more aware of your Own ‘Divine 

Spiritual Heritage’.  But before that, what is that Heritage We Speak of?  That Heritage is that 

which Beloved Shekinah of the High Council of the Elohim, explained to you in the ‘Elemental 

Grace Alliance – A God Awakening’ Book, Discourse ‘01 - Elemental Grace Alliance - 

Introduction - Shekinah  20th January 2015’, where He said, 

“Having re-established Ourselves as The Sons of God or Creator Gods again in Our Own Rights, 

We chose to Create another Universe to both Restore Unity and Balance back from total 

destruction of our Original Creative attempts for God Him/Herself to experience this once 

again.  However, this time from a totally different perspective of The Creative Expression of 

The Prime Creator God, through Us As The Sons of God.  It is this Universe that We are now 

speaking of the Universe that Earth and humanity reside within. 

“This is Our Co-Creation to Restore and allow a Universe to achieve Full Ascension Status from 

1st level consciousness, right through to the 12th Level, not individually this time, but ‘en 

masse’ leaving no-one behind and nothing destroyed!  Again, We say this is a process that 

cannot be described easily, however, with the Assistance and Loving Help from Alpha and 

Omega, Helios and Vesta, the Masterful Abilities and Gifts from The Mighty Seven Elohim’s 

Plan was initiated. 

“The physical timeline of today here on Earth, represents a time in preparation for a new shift 

in this Universe through human consciousness from the 3rd Dimensional Density to the 5th 

Dimensional Vibrational Frequency and beyond.  And to make this transition, it WILL NOT BE 

ACHIEVED without the overall comprehension and co-operation of the total awareness that is 

in confluence with the consciousness and actions of humanity, being in complete Alignment 

with that of The Elemental and Nature Worlds. 

“So, imagine Dear Humans that you are indeed the descendants of the Sons of God and in So 

being, because We gave you Soul Consciousness, to rediscover your-Selves, that indeed makes 

all of you also Sons and Daughters of God, created in His/Her Original Image.  This comes with 

all His/Her Power, Love and Wisdom to Create like Us, like The Prime Creator Him/Her-Self! 



“God’s Plan is Perfect in Its Nature, Clear in Its Understanding and Divine in Its Implementation 

on All Levels of Awareness and Consciousness.  In spite of that, so complex and so full of 

unlimited potentialities because human ‘free will’ is part of the equation.  And We Knew that 

it would take many billions of years to unfold and accomplish.  It is important to know that to 

Us linear time does not exist in the same way here where We Reside as it is on Earth and so, a 

billion years is actually no time at all for Us!”  End of Excerpt. 

The Planetary Chains of Hierarchy within the Manifestation of a Solar System.  (The Gnosis 

and The Law - Tellis S. Papastavro)

The Planetary Silent Watcher 

“In due time another Great Being was summoned, called the Planetary Silent Watcher, Who 

received into Her Keeping, from the Cosmic Silent Watcher, the plan for the New Planet Earth, 

accepting, in turn, the responsibility of holding the Immaculate Concept for the Earth until the 

Divine Plan is fulfilled to the last detail.  The Great Cosmic Silent Watcher holds the Seven 

Planets of this System within Her Heart, while the Individual Planetary Silent Watcher holds 

but one planet.   

“The Planetary Silent Watcher took the responsibility for holding the Immaculate Concept for 

the Earth, with her rivers, oceans, the great mountains and the vast plains, making available 

to the Seven Mighty Elohim and Builders of Form that Pattern, which They then Wove out of 

the Universal Light-body of Helios and Vesta.  The First Activity of the Planetary Silent Watcher 

is to Expand Her Causal Body, which becomes the cradle in which the Planet will rest, and the 

Great Seven Spheres are the Seven Bands of Colour of the Causal Body of the Planetary Silent 

Watcher into which the Great Guardian Spirits, the Great Cosmic Angels and Devas came, 

Creating the Seven Heavenly Realms of consciousness for the evolutions that were to occupy 

the Planet.   

“The Cosmic Christ and Cosmic Teacher, previously, the Chohan of the Second Ray and 

Hierarch of The Rocky Mountain Retreat, out of the very Substance and Energy of the Colours 

of the Causal Body of the Planetary Silent Watcher is woven the Temples, the very Atmosphere 

of those Inner Spheres.  Out of the Substance of that Body is woven the Elements for your 

Earth.  Out of the Substance of Her Causal Body is Woven the Garments of the Seven Vehicles 

which every lifestream wears.  At last, the Cosmic Moment for the Birth of the Planet Earth 

Arrived.  The Silent Watcher of the Earth stood in readiness and then the Seven Mighty Elohim, 

the Cosmic Builders of Form, were Summoned. 

Seven Mighty Elohim 

“The Seven Elohim answered the Call of Helios and Vesta and, standing around the Planetary 

Silent Watcher, studied intently the Plan held within Her consciousness for the Earth, which it 

was Their Joy, Service and Opportunity to Bring into Form.   

“Their First Activity, in this direction, was the Projection of the Mighty Light-Rays from their 

combined consciousness which formed the Matrix of the New Planet.  When this was done, 

They, in turn, Summoned the Directors of the Forces of the Elements and the lesser Builders of 



Form, the Angel Devas and the Elemental Spirits.  These Beings Magnetized the Electronic 

Light-Substance, filling in and fashioning the Planet according to the Instructions given Them 

by the Elohim.  As builders return to the blueprint of the architect, so did the Elohim return 

again and again to the Study of the Light-Pattern held in the Consciousness of the Silent 

Watcher.   

“Mankind has no concept of the Fidelity, Consecration and Sacrifice of a Being Who Chooses 

to hold the Divine Pattern and Plan as a Silent Watcher for a Planet for millions of years beyond 

the time originally scheduled for its Perfection.  This Great Being is a Consecration of Love.  

This Great Blessed Silent Watcher for our Earth has Held the Pattern, as Designed in the Heart 

of Helios and Vesta, and the Pattern for every lifestream destined to manifest God Perfection 

and has held for you as well as those who are to use it in the future, the unwavering pattern 

which is the God Design that all must one day externalize.   

DIRECTORS OF THE GREAT FORCES OF NATURE.   

“The Elohim Invoked the Directors of the Forces of Nature, the Majestic Virgo (Earth), the 

Mighty Neptune (water), and the Beloved Aries (air) who Joyfully answered the summons, 

grateful for the opportunity of contributing the gifts of Their Respective Elements, Earth, 

Water, Air and for the comfort and well-being of the newly born Earth and its future 

inhabitants.  Helios and Vesta Themselves provided the Element of Fire.  After this came the 

Invocation to the Spirit of Spring, the Beloved Amaryllis, to Come and Set up the Rhythm of the 

Spring in Blossom, Flower and Beauty of Nature.”  End of Excerpt 

For the Full Story you can go and review these Amazing Truths, but for now I feel that I have 

Impressed your Minds sufficiently to hold your Attention upon what your New Duties will 

entail, when beginning your Manifestations of your New Radiation Temples and New ‘I AM’ 

One World Nation Plans.  But Dear Souls, your part will be so much easier for you are All Under 

the Over Lighting Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host, and Both the Solar and Planetary Silent 

Watchers where your Perfection is already Guaranteed a Success.  All you have to do is to 

hold True to the Purity of Your Love Divine for Mother Earth, the Elements, Elementals, Devas 

and Angelic Host, including humanity, the animals, birds, fish and insects, the plant and tree 

kingdoms, the mineral kingdoms and micro-organisms who all play their very specific parts 

within the Evolutionary Planetary System.  So, this is why, you MUST be able to Communicate 

with them all, NOTHING  is separate in this God Creation and so if you cannot Communicate 

with those who supports your life, is there any wonder the cycle of birth and death continues 

upon this planet? 

2.   THE COHESIVE NATURE OF PURE LOVE.   

In St. Germain’s Discourse,  

‘15 Introduction Alchemy Class Day of Salvation St Germain 20200206’, 

He shares this. 



“As Creators, men and women have sown the wind and reaped a karmic whirlwind.  The 

Victory of the Universal Christ, which Beloved Jesus demonstrated, was intended to show 

to mankind the way that would conduct them safely back to God's Image.  That way was 

Revealed as the Christ, or Divine Light within every man, woman and child that has come 

into the world.  It is this Wondrous Light, then, which is the Light and Life of the World, 

of every individual’s world.  Only by Walking in the Light, as He the Universal Christ did, 

can mankind return to the Father's House.  The forgiveness of errors made, is a Merciful 

Instrument of the Great Law whereby retribution, or the penalty for wrongdoing, is held 

in abeyance in order that a lifestream may have the Freedom to ‘go and miscreate no 

more’ and then be given the Opportunity for Greater Spiritual progress.   

“However, forgiveness does not absolve the Soul of the requirement to Balance the 

energies misused by the Alchemical Fires of Transmutation.  The Balancing of wrongs 

done to every part of life, including the self, must be Accomplished in Full with Cosmic 

Precision; hence every jot and tittle of the Law must be Fulfilled either here or 

hereafter.  This Process need not be a fearful looking form of judgment, but it should 

preferably be a Happy Expectation of Opportunity for Service to Life and the Freeing of 

Life's imprisoned Splendour.  For by Ministering unto Life Individually and Universally and 

by calling forth the Alchemical Fires on the Altar of Being, the individual can undo all of 

the in-harmonies which he or she has thoughtlessly cast upon its Beauteous Presence.  

Truly, those who have been forgiven, much more Love can be attained; for they perceive 

the need to be Everlastingly Grateful for the Goodness and Mercy of God which Endure 

Forever!”  End of Excerpt. 

Also in another Discourse,  ’16 Introduction Alchemy Class Cosmic Harmony St Germain 

20200208.docx. He shares this, 

“In My last Discourse I told you, ‘God is a benign Impersonal Personality, a Personal 

Impersonality, a Personal Personality, and an Impersonal Impersonality, comprising 

the manifold or varieties of Consciousness of Being.  God Gives and Gives of His/Her 

Creative Self to the creatures He/She has made in the hope that they will Apprehend 

His/Her Purposes and emulate His Consciousness to the Fullness with which He/She 

has Endowed them’.  

“Divine Love as the Living Christ, the Son behind every Son of Man and Woman, is both 

personal and impersonal; and it is fulfilled, measure for measure, as ye are able, and 

every one of you through the Cycles of the Law of Your Being, the Law that is ever Love 

in Manifestation.  When you exercise it, the Law of Love Unites the Purity of Justice, 

Mercy and Freedom in Perfect Balance through the Threefold Flame within Your Heart.   

“To Pay Tribute to Love is to Pay Tribute to the Great Drawing Power of God‘s Own 

Tripartite Flame.  Love is God’s Flame of Being in Manifestation.  One day the scientist 

of the world, through special instruments, will be able to measure a portion of the Love 



Flame and it’s Radiant Energies, but never will an instrument be made that has a scale 

Great Enough to Measure the All-Encompassing Power of Infinite Love. 

“Infinite Love can best be expressed as the Manifestation of God.  The Manifestation 

of God can occur in Everyone.  It is the Destiny of Man and Woman that shakes from 

Mankind their dust.  Love, then, is the Fullness of God as He Manifests mankind.  I tell 

you, there is no limit to the Degree of God’s Love that anyone who will or may manifest 

this Love in Action.   Anyone who wields these Energies to Evoke or Invoke it, to bare and 

to share it, may be the Answer to Loves Calling. 

“Here in the Realm of Divine Love is the City of God, the Foursquare City described by 

Beloved John as the Place of Conscious Attainment where the Fullness of your aspirations 

may find unhampered expression.  Here, your Soul looks out upon the Great Wide-Open 

Spaces of the Creation.  Love has Unlimited New Worlds to conquer.  Love is the Promised 

Land where the Strengths of the Lion’s Nature is Given to the Heart of the Lamb and the 

Good Shepherd of the Eternal Covenant Seals all In the Victory of the Expanding Three in 

One Flame of God Good, and a World Without End. 

“Dear One’s, Beloveds of My Heart, now can you begin to see further, why the exercises 

I have given you in Part 13, have brought to the surface, in varying degrees, those 

‘corruptive’ Piscean deceptions, pains and imbalances, indeed, those human distortions?  

You needed to define and acknowledge them to be able to release them.  We can now 

look at them one last time ‘in accordance to your Faith in God to Heal them’.  I have 

told you before, this can happen today, tomorrow or in a life time or two away, time is 

irrelevant in this matter.   

“Dear One’s, We Know your pain and suffering, We were human beings too once, but We 

have passed through those barriers just as you are beginning to do.  So do not stop your 

evolution, know that you are so close to fulfilling your Mighty Victory of Freedom from 

the illusions and fallacies of the human condition.  You have come so far in your courage. 

So, remain steadfast in the Light of Your Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence, Who will Guide you 

through the final stages to Anchor the Full Embodiment of Your Christed Self here upon 

Earth in your physical body. 

“As you continue to Visualize the Cosmic Christ White Fire Radiance around yourself 

and others, do not be concerned with the errors of your thought, that through the years 

may have intruded themselves upon your consciousness.  Do not allow yourself to 

concentrate upon any negative quality or condition of any nature.  Do not let your 

attention rest upon your supposed imperfections.  Instead, see what the Light can do 

for you.  See how even your physical form can change, how the strengthening of the 

bonds of your health can occur in your body, mind and Spirit.   

“It may seem hard to do these things, but I can assure you, find success in the victory of 

these things and you shall find the Harmony in your life that you know is already within 



your Genetic Coding awaiting your Conscious Activation.  I tell you, nothing that has 

happened to you in your past, not this lifetime or any other can ever harm or hurt you 

ever again, if you keep following the straight and narrow High Road to your Destiny.  And 

for Heaven’s sake, stay on the Train, for to disembark now, it shall be a huge task for you 

to ever catch up to this Train again in this lifetime.”  End of Excerpt.   

Beloved Brothers and Sisters, Divine Love, or Unconditional Love, IS the Cohesive Power of 

the Universe and the most Powerful Activity in the Cosmos and your lives.  It is the Power that 

holds together every Electron and every Atom that comprises form and it is the one that has 

furnished for Man the Electronic Form of his/her Presence.  Through its Power, the Universe 

was Created and held Together.  Where there is no Cohesive Love, only collapse is evident.  

Similarly, the Earth came into Existence, and We Owe this to Love’s Radiant Presence, where 

the Beings of the Elemental, Devic and Angelic Host Kingdoms were Magnetized here and are 

continuing Their Presence in Divine Service and Charters with God for the manifestations of 

man, be they mis-creations or Divine Creations.  The time has come now however, for greater 

change, a change that will swing human endeavours toward a Greater Cohesive Power of 

Love.  

As a Divine Principle, to be externalized by men and women, it MUST now be Built on the 

Cohesive Power of the Divine God Mind Qualities and Virtues and like an edifice which needs 

a concrete base upon which to rest securely, Pure Love MUST have, as it’s Binding Element, 

Harmlessness, Peace and Goodwill toward all peoples of the world, which, when Properly 

Manifested and Rightful Application to God Life, will be the elimination factor of all human 

obstacles and limitations. 

Limitations find their source in man’s selfishness, and selfishness is the ever-potent human 

power that leads man and woman to the left hand involutionary activity and prevents them 

from attaining Pure Love.  The Individual and Group that Aspires to Become the Carrier of 

Pure Love, must no longer mirror themselves as a separate entity, selfishly egocentric in 

attitude and manner, but as an Ashramic Group of Synthesized Co-Operative Relationship 

with The Holy Union Within Christ Consciousness, Working for the good of the Greater Whole 

ONLY!   

Being after his or her Father‘s Business, he or she Consciously Lives as a Soul,  Within the 

Father’s Light and Mother’s Love that Is All Inclusive, All Pervading, All Governing, while 

externalizing One Infinite Cohesive Power of Wisdom, Joy, Happiness, Benevolence to All-in-

One Unified Heart of the All That Is. 

Thank you Dear Hearts for listen to Me this day.  I hope that I have shared some of Our 

Wholeheartedness, Commitment and Devotion We have for the Creation of this Solar System, 

while allowing your Hearts to Open even wider to join with us on both sides of the veil.  A veil 

that is already beginning to fade into non-existence. 

I AM Your Sister in Divine Love In You,  

Pallas Athena. 



BENEDICTION:  We Love and Adore the ‘I AM’ Presence.  We Are Grateful for the 

Illumination of the Angelic Hosts’ Sacred Fire Within Our Hearts.   We Are Blessed By 

The Master’s Knowledge, the Truth of the Cosmic Laws, the Radiation of Love and the 

Purity and Power from the Ascended Masters’ Octave.   We Honour the Cosmic Laws of 

Life, as We Are the Guardians of Its Expanding Perfection.  Mighty Radiant Presence, 

We Are Grateful to Be Self-Luminous Beings and Masters of the Sacred Fire.  ‘I AM’ 

One With the Powers of Nature and the Elemental Forces of Nature’s Wonderous 

Creations.  

 


